This paper compares the results of using association ratio for a positional language, English, and for an inflexional language, Polish. The main goal is proposing a way for automatic or semi-automatic creation of a context database that would serve as a training or reference data for word disambiguation algorithms. Association ratio proves to be useful for this purpose. The tests show that the performance of the association ratio does not depend on a specific language.
Introduction
In many natural languages, if not all of them, there is the phenomenon of lexical ambiguity, which means that one word, often referred to as "word-form", may refer to a multiple meanings. For example the Polish word zamek may refer to meaning 'castle', e.g. iść do zamku ('to walk to the castle') or to the meaning 'lock', e.g. klucz w zamku ('the key in the lock'). People naturally discern different meanings by use of the context. In order to allow computers to do the same, a kind of database of contexts needs to be built. This paper presents an algorithm that allows automatic detection of words' co-occurrences in texts and compares its result for English, for which it was originally developed, and for Polish. The main concern is if the algorithm will prove as useful for an inflexional language, where the ambiguity is multiplied by inflexion forms [1, 2] .
Applications
The recognition of right meaning of a word is crucial for natural language processing. Some tasks that could greatly benefit from good context database and disambiguation algorithms are:
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• Machine translation: the fact that some concepts are represented in source language with the same form does not mean it is true for destination language. In that case a word needs to be disambiguated in order to find correct translation. E.g. English word plane may be translated to Polish as 'samolot' ('airplane') or 'płaszczyzna' ('surface') and Polish zamek may be translated to English as 'castle', 'lock' or 'zip'.
• Searching big stores of documents based on occurrences of certain forms may yield many irrelevant results. This problem can be addressed either by gathering data about the user and using explicit connections between documents, such as hyperlinks, or by disambiguating words in documents and query. The second option may improve search results even when data needed for the first one are available. (Some more information and references can be found in [3] ).
• Speech recognition systems: uttered homophones like plane and plain are ambiguous and we can find the correct orthographic word only by context analysis. Similar problems occur in OCR, spell checking and text-to-speech software.
More information on disambiguation algorithms and their applications may be found at [4] .
Algorithm
The algorithm used for these tests was developed in 1990 by Kenneth W. Church and Patrick Hanks [5] . It uses association ratio as a measure of how much two words are related. It is in turn based on mutual information. Mutual information is a measure of how likely two words can be encountered together, relative to chance. It is defined as follows:
where x and y are words, P (x), P (y) are probabilities of encountering those words in text and P (x, y) is a probability of encountering x and y together inside a window of given size. 1 If occurrences of x and y are completely independent numerator equals denominator, thus the result is zero. The result is positive for words that tend to occur together (greater numerator) and negative for those that "avoid" each other.
Association ratio is different from mutual information in that manner it is not symmetric. P (x, y) in this case equals to the probability (frequency) of x appearing before y. The second difference is that every cooccurrence inside of window is counted separately. I.e. if inside of window there is one occurrence of x and two occurrences of y it is considered as two cooccurrences of x and y.
The problem with association ratio is that it is biased towards very rare words. 2 For example, if words x and y both occurred k times and always together, and the text is N words long:
Therefore words with only one occurrence would get the highest score, even if they occurred together only by coincidence.
Tests
For testing purposes two corpora were used. First corpus consisted of more than 50k short press notes from PAP 3 of total size 3M words (23 MB) in Polish. The second one consisted of 12k articles from New York Times (from 2000 year) of total size 6M words (36 MB) in English. These corpora are similar to each other in that manner, that they use official language, cover a number of fields and have high level of correctness.
In the test windows of 2, 5, 9 and 12 words were used. In this case, a window of size n means that two words are considered to occur together when there are at most n − 1 words between them and they are both in the same sentence. Small windows are expected to find fixed expressions, like idioms and names. It should also detect grammatical relations, e.g. between verbs and prepositions. Bigger windows should be able to identify semantic concepts. It is expected that in Polish for the same effect as in English a smaller window should be used. The reason is that Polish language does not have articles, uses prefixes rather than phrases, and has fewer auxiliary verbs. Window sizes were selected in that manner, so they evenly cover the range from 0 to maximum length of a sentence.
In case of Polish, each word in the corpus was stemmed 4 prior to computing association ratio. Words in English were only changed to lower case, in order to avoid different treatment of first word of a sentence. Tables 1 and 2 show the results for size of window 5. Each row gives a pair of words and their association ratio computed for words in the given order, using equation (1) . For bigger windows the results were the same with respect to the association ratio, which was a bit higher. For size of window 2 results slightly differed. All of these words occurred together once in whole corpus, regardless of window size. These observations are the same for both languages. It can be easily seen that highest ranked word pairs are mostly names. In case of PAP notes there are also some phrases from other languages. Further in this ranking there are idioms. Tables 3 and 4 show some pairs with more than 30 occurrences and a score no more than 8. Both columns come from the results for window size 12, but in this case window size is not very important, since most of these pairs are rarely separated in texts. The most interesting result from practical point of view is finding pairs which contain a selected word. Results gathered in PAP for words zamek and in New York Times for word plane are presented in Tables 5 and 6. Underscore denotes side on which the selected word should appear -underscore after the word means it is right-hand context and vice-versa. Only results with more than 3 occurrences were included. These are not all results for given words. The remaining ones corresponded to some specific places or events. These pairs were found with window size 12. Right-hand contexts for plane with window 2 were: crashes, crashed, landed, crash, ticket, down, into, off, up, was.
Results

Conclusions
The association ratio cannot be used to automatically generate database of contexts. However it is a good method for discovering candidates to be manually selected and assigned to different meanings of a word. Although windows of any size are equally good for finding names and fixed phrases, for the purpose of detecting contexts big windows are desirable. Unfortunately bigger window means bigger computational cost. However it is possible to develop a two-run method that would compute association ratio for few chosen ambiguous words much faster than for every word in corpus. Although English is a positional language, and Polish is inflexional one, the tests have shown no important difference in the algorithm's performance between those languages.
